KITTY O’NEIL AND HER “CHAMPION JIG”
A Forgotten Irish-American Variety Theater Star
by Don Meade
latest revision: June 20211
The names of Irish dance tunes are not usually of much importance. Some musicians find a title such as
“The Mouse in the Cupboard” or “The Little Pig Lamenting the Empty Trough” to be a useful device for
recalling a tune from memory. Others are more casual about names, often transferring them accidentally
from one tune to another or simply forgetting them entirely. Occasionally, however, the name of a tune
can serve as the key that opens up a hidden history behind the melody.
One such melody is “Kitty O'Neil's Champion Jig,” an elaborate, seven-part fiddler's showpiece that has
been revived in recent years by Irish traditional musicians on both sides of the Atlantic. Despite the tune's
Irish-sounding name and its adoption into the contemporary Irish repertoire, “Kitty O'Neil's Champion” is
actually a hardy survivor from 19th-century American minstrelsy and variety theater.

Ryan’s
Mammoth Collection

Kitty O'Neil, the tune's namesake, was a popular New York-based variety stage dancer of the 1870s and
'80s. The revival of her “Champion Jig” didn’t initially do much to revive her reputation, however,
because the tune became widely known as “Kitty O'Shea” after it was recorded under that title by the late
County Donegal fiddle great Tommy Peoples, who started playing the tune in concerts during the 1970s
and included it on his 1982 LP The Iron Man.2
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This article was first published in New Hibernia Review (Vol. 6, No. 3, Autumn 2002). An expanded and
corrected digital version was later posted at http://www.blarneystar.com. Revisions have been made on several
occasions since to include new information from searchable online newspaper archives not available when the
original article was written.
The Iron Man, Tommy Peoples: Shanachie Entertainment, reissued as CD No. 79044, 1995.
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Peoples found the tune in the pages of 1000 Fiddle Tunes, an often-reprinted collection that was popular
in both Ireland and America for decades after it was first published in 1940 in Chicago by the M.M. Cole
company. Many Irish traditional musicians, including the influential fiddlers Seán McGuire, Paddy
Cronin, James “Lad” O'Beirne and Larry Redican, reintroduced tunes they found in 1000 Fiddle Tunes
into the living tradition.
The contents of 1000 Fiddle Tunes were actually lifted wholesale from Ryan’s Mammoth Collection, a
compilation of 1,050 dance tunes issued in Boston in 1882 by music collector and publisher Elias Howe
(a relative of the inventor of that name) and his assistant William Bradbury Ryan.3 An eclectic grab bag
of Irish, Scottish, English and American dance music, Ryan’s stands out from other well-known
collections for its wealth of tunes from the 19th-century stage. The names attached to many of these tunes
honor now-forgotten fiddlers, banjo players and dancers who, like Kitty O'Neil, were once famous variety
or minstrel performers.
Irish musicians who have learned tunes from Ryan's have concentrated on the reels, hornpipes and Irishstyle jigs, avoiding the unfamiliar minstrel show “essences,” “walkarounds” and “straight jigs.” “Kitty
O'Neil's Champion” was, however, too good a tune to be ignored forever.
Following Tommy Peoples’ example, the celebrated fiddler Kevin Burke called the tune “Kitty O’Shea”
when he began playing it in the 1990s, and on his 1999 recording In Concert.4 Uilleann piper Paddy
Keenan, who also picked the tune up from Peoples, included an abbreviated version on his 2001 CD The
Long Grazing Acre, on which it is more correctly titled “Kitty O'Neil's.”5 Through the influence of these
three alumni of the famous Bothy Band, Kitty's tune can now heard in Irish music sessions from Belfast
to Brisbane.
Kitty O'Shea was the mistress of 19th-century Irish Home Rule champion Charles Stewart Parnell. The
exposure of their adulterous affair brought the political career of “the uncrowned king of Ireland” to a
scandalous end and made O'Shea an enduringly notorious character in Irish history. Kitty O'Neil, on the
other hand, has been almost entirely forgotten. She is well worth remembering, however, if only because
the tune that bears her name is an intriguing relic of a time when a fusion of Irish and African-American
elements was helping to create a truly American style of popular music and dance.
Debut
Kitty O’Neil was born in 1855 in Buffalo, New York to William and Elizabeth O’Neil, immigrants from
Ireland who kept a waterfront saloon at the foot of Erie Street.6 A Buffalo reporter in 1889 recalled the
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Elias Howe and William Bradbury Ryan, Ryan's Mammoth Collection: 1050 Reels and Jigs, Hornpipes, Clogs,
Walk-arounds, Essences, Strathspeys, Highland Flings and Contra Dances, with Figures, and How to Play Them.
Bowing and Fingering Marked. Together with Forty Introductory Studies for the Violin, with Explanations of
Bowing, etc. (Boston: Elias Howe, 1883), reformatted facsimile edition published by Mel Bay Publications,
Pacific, MO: 1995, ed. Patrick Sky. According to Sky, the book was first published in 1882, a year in advance of
the copyright date. Images of pages from an original copy are available online at:
http://violinsheetmusic.org/collections/.
Kevin Burke, In Concert: Green Linnet Records CD No. 1196, 1999.
Paddy Keenan and Tommy O’Sullivan, The Long Grazing Acre: Hot Conya CD, 2001. “Kitty O’Neil’s Champion
Jig” has since been recorded (sometimes as “Kitty O’Shea”) by a number of other performers, including the New
York fiddle-and-button-accordion duo of Marie and Martin Reilly, fiddler Athena Tergis, harmonica player “Pip”
Murphy (with the Tin Sandwich Band), the concertina-and-fiddle duo of Edel Fox and Neill Byrne, and the
accordion-and-banjo duo of Dan Brouder and Angelina Carberry. See www.thesession.org and
www.irishtune.info for lists of recordings.
Kitty’s Certificate of Death, from Buffalo vital records, listed her parents’ names, noted their birth in Ireland and
gave her age as 38. No birth certificate has been found and her exact birthday is not known, but obituaries
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start of her career:
Kitty O’Neill, the greatest jig dancer in the world, first tried her toes on the stage of a Canal-street
variety house, and danced later at the Mozart Variety Theater, afterwards St. James Hall, and at Dan
Shelby’s theater on the Terrace. At the latter house she fell in with Mary and Harry Cornell, who
were the means of starting her on the road.7
Her 1893 obituary in the same paper gave this summary:
When but a mite of a child she made her first appearance on a public stage at the Academy of
Music in a Fourth-of-July benefit for John H. Meech. She danced at both the afternoon and
evening performances, and was so taking that her parents sent her to Prof. Newville of
Rochester to learn fancy dancing. She was gifted with a natural ability and learned
remarkably fast. After acquiring all the fancy dances she went to Pittsburg [sic] and to
Chicago and gave public exhibitions there. Her parents say she was about 8 years old at that
time.
After a short stay at the cities named, the child was brought back to this city by her mother,
who accompanied her in all the travels of her earlier years. She was placed at Frank Wild’s
Theater Comique, which was at the corner of the Terrace and Commercial Street. Here it was
that she began the straight-jig and laid the foundation for the reputation she afterward
attained. She danced at Wild’s for two seasons, and during that period progressed so rapidly
that managers in other cities began to seek her. She went to Syracuse and fulfilled an
engagement of some weeks.
Meantime Tony Pastor of New-York had heard of the girl and sent for her to play an
engagement at his theater. Kittie went to dance at Pastor’s for four weeks, but she made such
a hit that he got her to stay with his show two consecutive seasons.8
Kitty’s New York City theatrical career was extensively chronicled in George C. Odell's encyclopedic
Annals of the New York Stage, a multi-volume listing of performances culled from newspaper
advertisements, playbills and other records. Her performances in Boston can be traced through theatrical
ads and notices from that city. Other newspapers, particularly the New York Herald, the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle and the New York Clipper, a nationally distributed weekly that covered the sporting scene and
popular entertainment during Kitty’s heyday, included many ads and brief mentions of her performances.
Attempts to trace Kitty’s career have been complicated by the prominence in the 1860s of another
performer who, though most frequently billed as “Kathleen O’Neil,” was also known as “Kitty” and who
also performed in New York City for showman Tony Pastor. Earlier versions of this article, influenced by
what seemed to have been Odell’s own confusion, conflated the career of Kathleen/Kitty the singer with
that of the Irish-American dancer for whom the “Champion Jig” would later be named.9
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reported her birth year as 1855. William O’Neil’s saloon was listed in Buffalo city directories with an address of
“Commercial Dock” (1862) or “foot [of] Erie” (1880). She was known as “Kate” in her off-stage life and it is
likely that Kitty’s given name was Katherine or Catherine.
Buffalo Express, October 6, 1889. Shelby, a noted minstrel, managed the Adelphi Theater in Buffalo. The
Cornells, presumably variety performers or promoters, are more obscure.
“Kittie O’Neil Dead,” Buffalo Morning Express, April 17, 1893. See also: “Kitty O’Neil Dead,” Buffalo Evening
News, April 17, 1893.
George C.D. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage (New York: Columbia University Press, 1927-49). In volume 8,
in the section on Wood’s Minstrel Hall 1865-1866, Odell noted that in July, 1866: “For some time, now, Kathleen
O'Neil had been singing here her popular Irish ditties; Kathleen, soon to be taken to the popular heart as Kitty
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Kathleen O’Neil (left) was profiled by New York
Clipper editor T. Allston Brown in an 1866 column
accompanying a front-page portrait:
Kitty O’Neil – as she is better known –
was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1840
[true date 1833], and at an early
age made her debut in her native country,
meeting with unqualified success. She
visited London and appeared at all the
principal music halls of the great
metropolis. She remained there a number
of years, and crossed the Atlantic in 1861,
arriving in this city. Since then she has
appeared in nearly all the music halls in
this country, meeting with success.10
Kathleen, the wife of variety theater manager Dick
O’Neil, was primarily a singer but also danced, acted
and appeared in tableaux vivant, in which groups of
scantily clad females struck frozen poses in scenes
mimicking classical paintings. After her 1862 New
York debut at the Canterbury Music Hall on
Broadway, her stage career continued for another
fifteen years, overlapping with that of Kitty the
dancer, before she retired to Muskegon, Michigan.11
“No Irish Need Apply,” a song imported from English
music halls and published in the U.S. as Kathleen’s
own composition, was one of her popular numbers
during her years with Pastor.12

Kathleen O'Neil (Charles Frederick Studio via
Picture History)

Kitty the dancer launched her New York City stage career the week beginning Monday, January 23, 1871,
when she appeared on the bill at Tony Pastor’s Opera House, located at 201 Bowery near Spring Street in
what was then the heart of New York City’s popular entertainment district. Pastor’s ad in that week’s
Clipper announced: “First appearance, also, of the Champion Jig Danseuse, MISS KITTIE O’NEIL.”13
Her New York Times obituary reported that she was just ten years old at the time. She was really at least
fifteen but shaving a few years off a performer’s age is a practice hardly unknown among female
entertainers or publicists then or now, particularly when promoting precocious youngsters.14

O'Neil.” When he began listing appearances for Kitty the dancer in 1871, Odell did not make any distinction
between the two performers.
10
“Our Dramatic Portrait Gallery,” New York Clipper, July 7, 1866, reprinted in T. Allston Brown, History of the
American Stage (New York: Dick & Fitzgerald, 1870).
11
“Vaudeville and Minstrel” notices, New York Clipper, May 9, 1903. Known in later life as Mrs. Maria
McFarlane, Kathleen O’Neil died October 14, 1905 (Muskegon Chronicle, October 14, 1905).
12
Music hall historian and performer Chris Simmons identified the author of the English original as F.R. Phillips,
who penned separate versions for male and female singers (personal communication, January 2019). O’Neil later
sold the U.S. copyright to Brainard & Co. of Cleveland (Clipper, August 1, 1863).
13
Advertisement, New York Clipper, January 21, 1871.
14
“Kittie O’Neill Dead,” New York Times, April 17, 1893.
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Tony Pastor is remembered today as the father of vaudeville, a more respectable sounding label for
variety theater that he first adopted in January 1876.15 His “Opera House” was a step up from New York’s
Civil War-era concert saloons and was modeled on Robert Butler’s American Theater at 444 Broadway,
where Pastor got his theatrical start after an earlier career as a singing circus clown. Reflecting on the
early days of variety in New York, Pastor recalled in 1907:
“The variety show had its origin in the days
of the civil war…. Not much was required
in those days in the way of scenery and
other stage accessories. Small halls and
even stores were used as variety theatres.
Drinks were served. Smoking was allowed,
and everything was free and easy.”16
From the point of view of upper-class reformers and
moralists, everything was a bit too “free and easy.”
In 1861, the New York Times led a journalistic
assault on the concert saloons, charging that they,
“under guise of singing, and selling lager beer, are
really the lowest and most infamous houses of
prostitution.”17 The saloons targeted by the
reformers were of a type described by one
contemporary as “a gin-mill on an improved
plan.”18 The improvements, designed to entice the
nearly exclusively male clientele to spend money
on drink, consisted of free or cheap variety
entertainment and “pretty waiter girls” (some of
whom doubled as performers) in short, low-necked
dresses.
Prostitution was well established in lower
Manhattan in those days but despite the prurient
imagination of the Times’ writer, concert saloons
were in the business of selling liquor, not sex. As
vaudeville historian Douglas Gilbert noted when
writing about the female employees of variety halls in the West: “Although the nature of their work made
for looseness, few of the actresses and wine-room maidens were promiscuous. Ladies of the evening had
their own racket, picking up where the wine-room girls left off.”19

“No Irish Need Apply” (Mick Moloney Collection
of Irish American Music and Popular Culture,
Archives of Irish America, New York University)

Nevertheless, in 1862 the reformers got a Concert Saloon Bill through the state legislature, outlawing the
combination of stage entertainment, liquor sales and “pretty waiter girls.” Enforcement quickly put the
Canterbury Music Hall, referred to by the Times as “the most prominent of the plague-blotches in our
15

Armond Fields, Tony Pastor, Father of Vaudeville (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2007), p. 84.
“The Father of Vaudeville; Tony Pastor ‘Reminisces’ About Growth of the Business Since War Times,” New
York Times, April 21, 1907. A “free and easy” was also the name used in that era for piano bars in which patrons
and waiters joined in the singing.
17
“An Unmitigated and Intollerable [sic] Nuisance,” New York Times, December 12, 1861.
18
Quoted from a concert saloon owner interviewed by the New York World, James Dabney McCabe, Lights and
Shadows of New York Life (New York: National Publishing Co., 1872), p. 594.
19
Douglas Gilbert, American Vaudeville: Its Life and Times (New York: Whittlesey House, 1940), p. 36.
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daily life” out of business.20 Other concert saloons
did away with performances and/or waitresses to
avoid prosecution.21 In the end, however, the
concert saloons proved hard to suppress. In 1865
police superintendent John A. Kennedy reported
that there were still 223 of them in the city
employing 1,191 waitresses.22
The campaign against concert saloons did help
move variety into theaters where owners made
money from the box office rather than the bar. The
shift from saloons to theaters also encouraged
producers to broaden their audience by attracting
female customers. Tony Pastor took the lead on this
with matinees and “Ladies nights,” as well as
promotional give-aways of flour, coal, sewing
machines and silk dresses.
Origins of Variety
Michael Bennett Leavitt, a veteran burlesque and
variety producer who claimed to have been the first
to use the word “vaudeville,” described variety in
his 1912 memoir as “an offshoot of early
minstrelsy.”23 An anonymous New York Times
writer in 1874 credited R.W. Williams with
opening the first real variety theater, “The Santa
Claus,” in 1857 when he “struck out into a new
line, and added white performances to his burntcork celebrities.”24
Minstrel shows sandwiched an “olio” of
comedians, dancers, singers and other entertainers
between the blackface “first part” and “afterpiece.”
Elements of minstrelsy survived in variety, but the
olio became the main event. Leavitt wrote that in
the 1860s, “the main features in what was then
called a good variety programme” were “ballads,
minstrel acts, comic songs, gymnastics, jugglery,
fancy dancing and short sketches in black[face].”25
Theatre Comique Playbill for the week starting
Monday, April 5, 1875 (New York Public Library)

The short turns of a variety theater bill were usually
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New York Times, May 18, 1862.
The campaign against the concert saloons is detailed in Brooks McNamara, The New York Concert Saloon: The
Devil’s Own Nights (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
22
William L. Slout (ed.), Broadway Below the Sidewalk: Concert Saloons of Old New York, Clipper Studies in the
Theatre, 0748-237X, no.4 (San Bernardino, CA: Borgo Press, 1994), p. xiv. Periodic police crackdowns would
continue to plague concert saloons and variety theaters for many years.
23
Leavitt, Michael Bennett, Fifty Years in Theatrical Management, 1859-1909, New York: Broadway Publishing
Co., 1912, p. 186.
24
“Variety Shows: Their Origin and History,” New York Times, March 28, 1874.
25
Leavitt, op. cit., p. 184.
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followed by a lengthier theatrical afterpiece, often a melodrama with an Irish theme calculated to appeal
to the largest ethnic segment of American urban audiences in the 1860s and ‘70s. It wasn’t only the
audience that was Irish. The most prominent performers of early minstrelsy were Irish or Irish-American.
These included Ohio-born fiddler, banjo player, singer and dancer Dan Emmett, who claimed to have
composed the southern anthem “Dixie,” and Joel Walker Sweeney, a Virginian who popularized the fivestring banjo in the 1830s.26 Throughout the 19th century, Irish and Irish-American singers, comedians,
pipers, fiddlers, banjo players and dancers continued to fill the programs of the variety theaters.
Variety performers had to master a variety of skills. As Leavitt put it, “There were no ‘one act
people’…everybody who aspired to the slightest success was the possessor of a wide range of
capabilities.”27 This included Kitty O’Neil, who in addition to dancing served occasionally as a singer and
an actress in comic sketches and burlesques of “legitimate” theatricals.28
The Idol of the Newsboys
In the months following her New York City debut, Kitty would return to Pastor’s Opera House on several
occasions but also danced at John Stetson’s Howard Athenaeum, the leading variety house in Boston, and
at Brooklyn’s Globe Theatre, managed during the 1871 season by former minstrel star Charley White.
That summer, she joined Pastor’s troupe on a Midwest tour, during which a Clipper correspondent noted
that in her appearance at the Indianapolis Academy of Music on August 9, “Miss Kitty O’Neil’s superior
jig dancing fairly surprised every one, and peculiarly welcome was the weird old-country music with
which a member of Tony’s excellent orchestra accompanied her steps.”29
Tony Pastor biographer Parker Zeller noted Kitty's particular celebrity in his troupe, which relocated in
1873 from the Bowery to a new home at 585 Broadway:
“Pastor's Broadway theatre was a virtual bargain basement for any variety buff with at least 25 cents
in his pocket. The shows were whopping affairs lasting nearly three hours and stuffed full of the best
specialty and comedy acts the field had to offer… Special mention must be made of the petite and
trim Kitty O'Neil, one of the best jig and Irish clog dancers of the day. She was a dependable crowdpleaser and the idol of the newsboys in the gallery.”30
Kitty’s visual appeal can clearly be seen in her 1870s carte de visite, a type of souvenir card collected by
19th-century theater buffs. In 1877, a Clipper reporter wrote of a performance at Pastor’s: “Kitty O’Neil,
attired in a beautiful costume appropriate to her sex, and of sufficient brevity to allow her nimble and
graceful dancing to be freely observed, was the recipient of much applause.”31 Seven years later, an
anonymous journalist wrote of her days in Pastor’s troupe:
“Kitty was one of the strongest of his early attractions. She was a trim little girl, with a pretty face,
combining freckled sauciness and a certain frank good nature, which won the love of the lads; and she
had genuine Irish eyes – gray ones, with black lashes. I am no expert judge of jig dancing, but I have
Emmet’s authorship of “Dixie” has frequently been challenged. He may have taken it from, or collaborated on the
composition with, the Snowden Family Band, an African-American group in his native Knox County, Ohio. See
Sacks, Howard L. and Sacks, Judith Rose (1993). Way up North in Dixie: A Black Family's Claim to the
Confederate Anthem. Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press.
27
Leavitt, op. cit., p. 184.
28
Performance listings in Odell, op. cit.
29
“Variety Halls,” New York Clipper, August 19, 1871.
30
Parker Zeller, Tony Pastor: Dean of the Vaudeville Stage (Ypsilanti: Eastern Michigan University Press, 1971), p.
59. Zeller’s source for Kitty as “the idol of the newsboys” was most likely “The Variety Stage,” Harper’s Weekly,
March 29, 1902, p. 414.
31
“City Summary,” New York Clipper, February 10, 1877.
26
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Kitty’s 1870s carte de visite (New York Public Library)
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no doubt of her superlative nimbleness and grace, and yet I imagine that the same skill in a girl
who did not look the ideal colleen would be unappreciated.”32
Kitty’s popularity with the male variety audience certainly owed something to the beauty of her face and
figure, but her costume was hardly that of a showgirl. She was, in fact, cross dressing in that photo,
wearing hose, trousers and a frilly white shirt virtually identical to the stage costume used by such famed
male jig and clog dancers as Dick Carroll, John Queen, Tommy Peel and Thomas Hengler.33 Her choice
in costume proclaimed her professional status. As dance historian April F. Masten noted: “…rather than
donning the flesh-colored tights of female chorus dancers, which suggested nudity, she sports the white
stockings, black pumps, and long-sleeved blouse of her male cohort, which signified skill.”34 Nor did
Kitty pander to her admirers. The Clipper commented on her demeanor while performing in late 1873:
Miss Kitty O’Neil has a pretty face and well-moulded form, which the audiences have a fine
opportunity to study during her graceful movements and in her character dances. From the persistent
manner in which she prevents a smile from ever wreathing over her lips, she has gained the
soubriquet among the boys of “No-smile Kitty.”35
In the fall of 1871, Tony Pastor's domination of New York variety theater was challenged by Josh Hart,
an experienced manager who took over the Theatre Comique, the former Wood's Minstrel Hall, at 514
Broadway. Odell described Hart's Comique as Pastor's “great competitor for popular favour.” It was, he
noted, a good time to be a variety performer, as “cut-throat rivalry set salaries booming and gave New
York more 'Variety' than the spice of daily life demanded.”36 For the remainder of the decade, Kitty was a
regular at the Comique, though she continued to work for Tony Pastor and other managers. When he
couldn’t book Kitty O’Neil, Tony hade to make do with Kitty Sharpe, her most prominent rival as a
female “champion jig” dancer.37
Starting in 1872, the biggest stars of the Theatre Comique were Ned Harrigan and Tony Hart, who, like
Kitty O’Neil, first worked for Pastor and Stetson before seeking greener pastures in Josh Hart’s troupe.
Harrigan, a New York-born Irish-American, was a tremendously prolific playwright and lyricist
remembered today as one of the founding fathers of American musical theater. When he took over
32

Rochester, NY Democrat Chronicle, November 28 1884.
For illustrations of cloggers and jiggers in this typical dance costume, see:
http://www.americancenturies.mass.edu/collection/itempage.jsp;jsessionid=C4DA200A4F9A25CCA83E85C3E2
B8559F?itemid=15500 or Rhett Krause “Step Dancing on the Boston Stage: 1841-1869,” Country Dance and
Song, vol. 22, June, 1992. Available online (as of December, 2018) at:
https://www.cdss.org/images/cds_online/country_dance_and_song/v.22.pdf
34
April F. Masten, “Challenge Dancing in Antebellum America: Sporting Men, Vulgar Women and Blacked-Up
Boys,” Journal of Social History, Vol. 48, No. 3, Spring 2015, p. 629. A writer reminiscing in 1902 wrote that the
carte de visite photo “does not represent her in the costume in which she was best known to her admirers.” “When
she had gained reputation,” he wrote, “she always appeared in a close fitting dress, falling half way below her
knees. Her stockings were green in color and her clogs black” (Brooklyn Times-Union, September17, 1902).
35
New York Clipper, November 22, 1873.
36
Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, vol. IX, p. 326. The New York Times reported on March 28, 1874 that
variety performers were paid $75 to $125 a week, three to five times as much as in the early 1860s. Tony Pastor
told a Boston reporter in 1878 that Kitty was then on a salary of $100 a week (Otter Creek Valley News,
Bennington, VT, June 7, 1878).
37
Kitty Sharpe or Sharp (both spellings appeared in print throughout her life, 1855-1945) was a variety and circus
dancer and singer, and the wife of clown and acrobat Eddie Fritz Smith. In January 1873, New York Herald ads
listed Kitty O’Neil dancing for Josh Hart at the Theatre Comique while Kitty Sharpe was doing the same a few
blocks away at Tony Pastor’s Opera House.
33
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management of the Comique in 1876, he continued to include Kitty’s dance specialties on the bill and
wrote parts for her in his comic sketches.
Harrigan’s Irish characterizations often led fans to take him for a genuine exile of Erin. Clipper editor
Frank Queen wrote in 1873 that Harrigan was not one of the theater’s “conventional stage Irishmen…but
his actions, and manners, and brogue are life-like, and just as natural as if he had come from the ould
dart.” Queen seemed to take Kitty for an immigrant as well:
Another broth of a boy, at the same house, is Kitty O’Neil. “Kitty from Cork.” She dresses
so prettily, and dances so neatly, that it is no wonder she is a favorite with the habitués of the
Comique. The other two Irishmen [Harrigan and Hart] will pardon us while we make
RHYMES TO KITTY
When the Comique’s band strikes up,
How brisk you make us fellows feel;
Your every footstep draws attention,
Sweet, vivacious Kate O’Neil.
Hear the jubilant ‘hi! his!’
To the ceiling born on high,
Words of cheer on every lip,
Brimming with joy in every eye.
Sure, if Cork such spirits breeds,
Truly wonder there is none
That so many pilgrims hasten
Home to kiss the Blarney Stone!38
A December 1877 Theatre Comique program demonstrated the typical hyperbole of theatrical advertising,
referring to Kitty as “Everybody's favorite… whose Artistic Terpsichorean Powers, Beauty, Grace and
Costuming have gained for her the Plaudits of the Numberless Admirers who have nightly witnessed her
Nonpareil specialty.” Another Comique playbill raved that she was “Acknowledged by the Press and
Public to be the only Female Jig Dancer extant,” adding (in what may have been a jab at Kitty Sharpe):
“All others are mere imitators and their futile efforts when compared with Miss O'Neil's artistic abilities
fall below mediocrity.”39
Kitty was featured in Harrigan’s sketch The Gallant Sixty-Ninth, and the original sheet music cover
depicted Kitty at the head of her pint-sized regiment of boy soldiers.40 Kitty’s dancing also inspired
Harrigan’s song “Sweet Mary Ann:41
“My Mary Ann’s a dancer in the art of terpsichore, you should see her forward four and a-la-maude
[allemande].
She’d break up all the lumber that you lay down on the floor, Such a heavy stepper is my Mary Ann.
“Introductory Overture,” New York Clipper, October 25, 1873, p. 238. “Kitty From Cork” was a song popularized
by Kathleen/Kitty O’Neil, who did not perform with Harrigan in 1873. Perhaps Queen was confusing the two, or
the younger Kitty may have performed the same number at the Comique.
39
Theatre Comique playbills in Townsend Walsh scrapbook of Harrigan ephemera, Billy Rose Theatre Collection,
New York Public Library for the Performing Arts.
40
“The Gallant Sixty-Ninth, Sung by Miss Kitty O’Neil and Cadet Corps, Words by Ed. Harrigan, Music by Dave
Braham” (New York: William A. Pond & Co., 1875.
41
“Kitty O’Neill sang a new character song entitled ‘Sweet Mary Ann,’ written by Edward Harrigan, which made a
hit, and later exhibited her skill in jig-dancing.” (New York Clipper, February 2, 1878).
38
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Oh she'd dance you the Mazurka, a Polka
or Quadrille, a Reel and Jig or shuffle in
the sand.
The Schottisch or the German you
could not keep her still, such an
education has my Mary Ann.42
When not working in Manhattan, Kitty
appeared frequently in Brooklyn, where
troupers from the Comique and Pastor’s
theaters were often engaged at T.L.
Donnelly’s Olympic Theatre or at
Hooley's, run by Richard M. Hooley, a
Mayo native who made his name as a
minstrel fiddler and band leader. She also
performed in Boston and, during the
summer months when New York’s heat
and humidity closed many of the city’s
theaters, Kitty joined road companies that
toured smaller towns.
In May 1877, the Clipper noted that
Pastor’s company was on the road but
that Kitty’s “song and clog-dance and jigdancing” was featured at his theater with
a troupe led by blackface comic Billy
Barry: “The combination, which shortly
starts on a tour of the country, may be
pronounced attractive. Business good.”43
A Shuffle in the Sand
Kitty's repertoire may have been as
Wm. A. Pond & Co., 1875 (Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection)
varied as that of Harrigan’s Mary Ann,
but she was best known throughout her
career for her “jig dancing.” In 19thcentury America, “jig” was used not only to describe dance tunes with the 12/8, 6/8 or 9/8 meters of Irish
single, double and slip jigs, but also syncopated tunes written in 2/4, 4/4 or 2/2 (“cut”) time.
Minstrel jigs (sometimes called “straight jigs” to distinguish them from the Irish variety) used the same
meter and eight-bar segments as Irish and Scottish reels, hornpipes and flings. The difference was the
incorporation of African-inspired syncopation. These tunes are of great significance in the history of
American popular culture. Dance historians trace the origin of modern tap and soft-shoe dancing to the
amalgamation of African, Irish and English dance styles in the19th-century urban American melting pot,
and some historians go so far as to view minstrel jigs as the first truly American popular music. Hans
Nathan wrote in his biography of pioneer minstrel Dan Emmett that syncopated minstrel banjo tunes

“Sweet Mary Ann,” words by Ed. Harrigan, music by David Braham (New York: William A. Pond & Co., 1878);
reissued as “Such an Education Has My Mary Ann” by Pond in 1879.
43
“City Summary,” New York Clipper, May 19, 1877.
42
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“provided elements from which, later on, rags, blues, and finally jazz developed their idiom.”44
The origins and techniques of minstrel jig dancing were described in an 1873 manual by dance instructor
Ed James:
Jig Dancing is peculiarly an American institution and had its origins among the slaves of the southern
plantations. No white man taught the original darkies the arts of Jig or Clog Dancing... It was original
with them and has been copied by those who, in the early days of minstrelsy, made that a feature of
their business...45
James’ pamphlet illustrated the jig dancers’ repertoire of “taps” on the ball of the foot, “hits” of the heel
or toe, “hops” on one foot and “springs” off both feet. Slides and shuffles were also features of the idiom.
This form of dancing achieved prominence in the 1830s and ‘40s, the era of the early minstrel shows. The
first famous stage exponents were the African-American dancer Master Juba (William Henry Lane) and
his Irish-American rival Johnny Diamond, both of whom inspired a host of imitators, blackface and
otherwise, in both the United States and England.
Jig dancers often competed with each other in “challenge” or “trial”
dances, which were sometimes adjudicated by auditors stationed
underneath the stage, the better to hear the accuracy of the steps.
While no account has been found that Kitty O'Neil entered such
contests, she was frequently described as “the champion jig and
clog dancer of the world.” This sort of billing was quite common,
however. Kate Stanton, a prominent jig dancer of the early 1860s,
traded on her reputation as a jig competition winner to set up the
Champion Music Hall, a concert saloon in the basement of 654
Broadway that flourished during the Civil War years.46
After achieving success with Pastor’s troupe and at the Theatre
Comique, Kitty did not rest on her laurels, adding new dances and
steps to freshen her act. When a Clipper writer opined in February,
1874 that her dances “should admit of more frequent changes,” she
took note and sought instruction from Dick Carroll (aka “Master
Marks”), one of the top jig dancers in minstrelsy since the 1840s.47
In August of that year, the Theatre Comique advertised that “Miss
O’Neil has been under the tuition of Mr. R.M. Carroll for the past
six months and fully believes she has mastered the most difficult
steps in dancing.”48
In 1875, Kitty added the “Lancashire clog” to her Theatre Comique
repertoire (see the playbill above), though she had already been
noted for her clogging in her youthful days in Buffalo.49 This
44

Kitty in clogs (Life, August 25, 1941)

Hans Nathan, Dan Emmett and the Rise of Early Negro Minstrelsy (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1962), p. 195.
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New York Clipper, February 21, 1874.
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New York Herald, August 23, 1874, p. 8.
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percussive dance form had been imported from England, where it was a folk art among textile mill
workers and miners, who wore wooden shoes because they were cheap and lasted longer than leather in
wet conditions. A Clipper writer made note of her new specialty:
Kitty O’Neil was seen for the first time in a Lancashire clog-dance, in which she surpassed all
her former terpsichorean efforts. She was attired in male costume, consisting of a white shirt,
knee-breeches of a slate color, silk stockings, a blue sash at the waist, and parti-colored blue
and pink and black clogs.50
Kitty O’Neil’s most famous specialty, the one for which her “Champion Jig” was composed, was the
“sand jig.” It has been written that Kitty O’Neil in 1876 became the first woman to perform this dance,
and that it had been introduced that year by the dancer Jimmy Bradley.51 In fact, sand dancing was older
than that, and perhaps evolved from the early jig dancers’ habit of scattering sand for traction.52 As with
minstrel-era “jigging” in general, it may well have been practiced by African-American dancers before
white performers brought it to the variety stage.
Kitty Sharpe, O’Neil’s great rival, told a Saratoga Springs, New York journalist that she herself had
picked up the specialty from the Hawley Brothers, a blackface dance team, at George Deagle’s Varieties
Theater in St. Louis before she made her New York debut at Pastor’s theater in 1870. “There were only
two women doing sand dancing, or as it is more generally known, jig dancing, at that time, and Kitty
rehearsed long and faithfully with the Hawley Brothers.”53
Vaudeville historian Douglas Gilbert described the act:
During the introduction by the orchestra the performer entered, right or left, carrying a metal
or cardboard cornucopia holding about a pint of fine sand. After the sand was sprinkled about
the front of the stage the container was thrown off in the entrance. The music was in 4-4
time, accented like a ballroom schottische. The dancing, all on the balls of the feet, was done
in shuffles and slides instead of taps. The soles of the shoes were thin and hard, and the
dancer, shifting and digging in the sand, produced a sharp, staccato sound which could be
doubled and tripled at will. Like all seemingly effortless presentations, it was difficult.
Probably the greatest sand jigger of vaudeville was Kitty O'Neill [sic], who flourished in the
beer halls during the seventies and eighties.54
In a 1917 letter to the New York Sun, a writer recalled Kitty’s performances:
She used to step from the wings of Pastor’s Theatre attired in tights and shake a paper bag full of
white sand on the stage. She confined her efforts within the limited sand zone, which covered but a
few feet.55
Veteran New York Irish tap dancer Josephine McNamara remembered seeing vaudevillian Charles
“Cookie” Cook perform sand dances at the Douglas Fairbanks Theatre. “You don't hop around like
50
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regular tap dancing,” McNamara recalled, “it's mostly from your knees down.”56 As Kitty Sharpe
observed: “With that kind of dancing the more immobile you are from your hips up the better you are. I
could dance with a glass of water on my head, and have, many times.57 A New York Post writer in 1942
described the sand dancing of tap star John Bubbles:
It’s a sort of rhythmic, swishing shuffle done on a two-foot-square area lightly sprinkled with sand.
Practically all the action is from the ankles down, with the dancer’s feet never leaving the ground.”58
Gilbert wrote in 1940 that the sand jig had not been danced in thirty years, but it may simply have gone
underground. As the New York Post writer quoted above observed: “Bubbles kept up his sand dance in
the act for a while, but dropped it when he found wartime vaudeville audiences too noisy for the subtle
sand sounds to get across… for the most part sand dancing has been relegated to after-hours gatherings of
professionals who appreciate its technical difficulties.”
Certainly, sand dancing was kept alive after the decline of vaudeville largely by Black performers. In
addition to John Bubbles (who taught Fred Astaire to sand dance for the 1935 film Top Hat), the great tap
dancer Bill “Bojangles” Robinson was also noted for his prowess at “sanding.” The specialty was part of
Sammy Davis, Jr.’s repertoire into the 1950s and tap star Gregory Hines showed he could do it in a short
parody sand dance in the 1981 Mel Brooks film comedy History of the World, Part 1. The best-known
sand dancers of recent decades were New Yorkers Harriet Browne, who mixed sequins into her sand, and
Howard “Sandman” Sims, the long-time master of ceremonies at the famous amateur nights at the Apollo
Theater in Harlem. Both celebrated hoofers confined their dancing to a sand box set on stage.
Kitty’s Big Tune
“Kitty O'Neil's Champion” is the most sophisticated “sand jig” that survives from the 19th century variety
tradition. It is not an easy piece to play, but as Gilbert noted:
The orchestras in the best theaters were extraordinarily good… Your typical variety-hall
musician could play from memory a vast repertoire of clogs, reels, hornpipes, sand jigs, and
walkarounds, and could fake a song in any given key. All of them had to be good readers and
improvisers. Many of them were not only fine soloists, but well grounded in harmony,
counterpoint, and form.59
Kitty’s namesake tune first appeared in a two-part version titled simply “Kitty O'Neil” in Howe's 1000
Jigs and Reels, a forerunner of Ryan's Mammoth Collection.60 In the earlier book, “Kitty O'Neil” was
included in a group of tunes from Jimmy Norton, a Boston minstrel fiddler known as “the Boss Jig
Player.” This version predates Kitty the dancer’s first Boston or New York stage performances, which
might indicate that the name was tribute to Kathleen/Kitty O’Neil, the singer, a celebrated east coast
variety performer at the time that Howe’s 1000 was published.
Versions of the two-part “Kitty O'Neil” straight jig in both G and A major were repeatedly published well
into the 20th century.61 It has been collected from or recorded by fiddlers from all over North America,
56
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including 1950s Canadian TV performers Don Messer and Ameen “King” Ganam. In Ireland, the Kerry
fiddle master Pádraig O'Keeffe interpolated it into a hornpipe called “The Smoky Chimney.”62

Howe’s 1000 Jigs and Reels

The original “Kitty O’Neil” was expanded into the seven-part “Champion Jig” at least in part by
incorporating sections from other minstrel-style “straight jigs.” The second part is very similar to that of
“Phil Isaack’s Jig,” a tune named for a prominent stage fiddler of the 1860s that was printed in both
Howe's 1000 and Ryan's Mammoth Collection. The fifth and sixth parts are quite like “Bird on the Wing,”
another minstrel jig in Ryan’s.
“Kitty O'Neil's Champion Jig” was first published in 1882 when Kitty the sand dancer was performing
regularly in New York and Boston, and the earlier Kathleen/Kitty O’Neil had retired from the stage. The
title of this tune can therefore without much question be interpreted as a nod to the most celebrated female
sand dancer of the day. While there is no proof that Kitty ever danced to this particular piece, variety
stage dancers typically presented the music they wanted played to their accompanists, and it would be
strange indeed if such a superior musical tribute had not been adopted and used at least occasionally by
the performer to whom it was dedicated.
Ryan’s also includes a five-part straight jig titled “Kitty Sharpe’s Champion” in honor of the other
acclaimed female sand jigger of that era.63 This other “Kitty” jig is also an expanded version of what had
been a two-part tune and is similar enough in style to “Kitty O’Neil’s Champion” that it may well have
come from the same anonymous pen. It is also catchy enough that it too may yet attract the attention of
today’s Irish musicians.
Some tunes in Ryan’s Mammoth Collection include a note crediting the composer or the musician from
whom the piece was collected. There is no such note for “Kitty O’Neil’s Champion” or “Kitty Sharpe’s
Champion.” The credit may belong to editor William Bradbury Ryan himself. Ryan was an accomplished
composer who, after his mentor Howe’s death in 1895, continued publishing on his own and issued at
Jack Snyder Publications, 1900); Harding's All-Round Collection of Jigs, Reels and Country Dances for Piano,
Violin, Flute or Mandolin (as “Old Time Straight Jig,” New York: Harding's Music House, 1905); Ira W. Ford,
Traditional Music of America (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1940); Samuel P. Bayard, Dance to the Fiddle, March to
the Fife: Instrumental Folk Tunes in Pennsylvania (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1982);
R.P. Christeson, The Old-Time Fiddler's Repertory, Vol. 1: 245 Traditional Tunes (Columbia: University of
Missouri Press, 1973); and The Don Messer Anthology of Favorite Fiddle Tunes (as “Away Back,” Toronto: G.V.
Thompson, 1981). Much of this publication history was sourced from the Traditional Tune Archive
(www.tunearch.org).
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least twenty original tunes before he retired around 1900.64

Ryan’s Mammoth Collection

If the name of the fiddling genius who put together Kitty's “Champion Jig” is lost to history, so are the
details of Kitty's dance steps. All we have are the syncopated rhythmic accents, long upward-sliding notes
and cascading triplet runs in the written music – fossil remains of a now-extinct dance that delighted
variety audiences in the 1870s and '80s. Even without the dancing that inspired it, this musical tribute to
Kitty O’Neil still has the power to entrance the modern listener.
Bowery Nights
In the late 1870s Ned Harrigan began to produce his own full-length plays and in 1881 moved into a new
Theatre Comique located farther up Broadway. This was a step up in theatrical class for Harrigan and
Hart, but it also left behind the old variety olio of jugglers, animal acts and specialty dancers. The demand
for Kitty's services slacked off at the Comique and the last performance Odell lists for her in one of
Harrigan's shows took place in January of 1879, when she was in a variety olio preceding a production of
the play The Mulligan Guard Ball.
With Harrigan out of the game, Tony Pastor reigned as the undisputed king of New York variety. Kitty
had never stopped working for him and continued do so after he also relocated in 1881 to a new theater on
Fourteenth Street near Union Square in the same building that then housed Tammany Hall. She also
danced frequently at Hyde and Behman's theater on Adams Street in downtown Brooklyn in a company
that featured Billy Barry and Hugh Fay, a pair of Harrigan alumni famous for “Muldoon's Picnic,” an
often-revived comic sketch based on the boozy politician character created by Harrigan in his song
“Muldoon, the Solid Man.”65 Kitty also joined touring companies led by Hyde, Pastor and Barry,
frequently playing venues in her native Buffalo and making several lengthy trips to the West Coast.
Kitty was still popular in Boston during this period and performed on several occasions at the Howard
Athenaeum and the Boylston Museum. In February 1887, “Miss Kitty O’Neil’s Best Double Company”
performed at Boston’s Windsor Theatre in her only known booking as a headliner leading her own
troupe.66
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In the waning years of her career Kitty
was frequently employed in New York
by Henry Clay “Harry” Miner, a native of
the Lower East Side who opened his
Bowery theater in 1878. Serious theater
was moving up Broadway toward Herald
Square, but down on the Bowery the old
variety format of olio and afterpiece
survived until after the turn of the
century. Kitty was also a regular at
Miner's Eighth Avenue Theatre on the
western edge of the Tenderloin
entertainment and red-light district.67
Other popular performers at Miner's
included such veterans of Harrigan's
company as the comic actress Annie
Yeamans and the blackface duo of John
Wild and Billy Gray. The original Pat
Rooney, the first of a dynasty of Irish
comedians by that name, strutted his stuff
at Miner's, as did up-and-coming
vaudeville stars Weber and Fields. Singer
Maggie Cline was a favorite at Miner's,
where her big number was “Throw Him
Down McCloskey,” a supremely
politically incorrect ditty about interracial
fisticuffs. Another colorful character who
played Miner's was Sam Devere, a
veteran minstrel reputed to have killed
two cowboys with his banjo during a
circus fight out west.
Box seats at Miner's went for 75 cents,
but the most enthusiastic customers were
the boys in gallery, who gained
admission for a dime. The Bowery boys
would rush upstairs and immediately start
agitating for the curtain to rise with
comments such as “Aw, gwan! H'ist the
rag! You got our money; give us de
show!” Waiters served beer from a bar in
the northeast corner while house cops
stationed on every tier kept order with
braided rattan canes and frequent
admonitions to “cheese it.”

Kitty O’Neil (José Mora Studio, via Picture History)
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Miner’s was famous for its Friday Amateur Night, which was suspended in the 1880s because of egg and
vegetable bombardment from the gallery but revived in the 1890s. An impromptu decision by a Miner's
stage manager to remove a floundering amateur with a prop shepherd's crook gave rise to the infamous
call to “give 'em the hook.” 68
Finale
Odell lists Kitty O'Neil's last performance in New York at the London Theatre, another Bowery variety
house, in April 1888. She toured later that year with Hyde’s Specialty Company, remaining some months
in California, and playing in Seattle. The same company returned west in 1890, after which Kitty hung up
her clogs and retired to Buffalo.69
Kitty was eventually tempted back to the stage in her hometown. The Buffalo Courier reported on her
April, 1891comeback, a two-week booking at Buffalo’s leading vaudeville theater:
Kitty O’Neil made a great hit at Shea’s Music Hall last night when she reappeared on the variety
stage after an absence of several years. Kitty danced and jigged with such old-time fervor that the
house resounded with acclamations of approval, and she was forced to respond to encore after encore.
A floral wreath an elegant bunch of roses rewarded her efforts, and the local favorite’s success was
very gratifying to the many friends present.70
This may have been a generous review. In their obituary notice for Kitty, the Buffalo Morning Express
said of Kitty’s comeback appearances that “although her dancing was good, she was not what she had
been,” adding: “This was not to be wondered at, since not only had she grown very stout, but she had also
been out of practice for a long time.” By that time, she had been a variety stage dancer for some thirty
years, an extraordinarily long career in such a physically demanding profession.71
Personal Life
Not much about Kitty’s life offstage can be gleaned from the theatrical listings, playbills and brief
newspaper articles that are our main source of information about her. Her name itself is so emblematically
Irish that it has served as the title of many unrelated songs, dance tunes and poems, as well as the name of
characters in plays, films and television shows. Several performers over the years have also helped to
obscure Kitty the dancer’s memory by adopting “Kitty O’Neil” (or “O’Neill”) as a stage name. In
addition to Kathleen/Kitty O’Neil, the singer mentioned above, these include a New York stage actress of
the early 20th century, a minor Hollywood film actress of the 1940s and the deaf stuntwoman and highspeed driver who was the subject of the 1979 television film Silent Victory.
The anonymous writer of an 1878 article in the New York Sun recalled that in her early days in Pastor’s
troupe, Kitty was wooed by another member of the company, minstrel song-and-dance man Frank Kerns,
as well as by Ed Power, a clog dancer who was Kerns’ partner in a saloon catering to the theatrical
profession: “It was understood that Kerns and Powers [sic] were suitors for the fair and agile Kitty’s hand,
and there were complications; but Kerns at length died of consumption, and Kitty married Powers [sic].”72
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Another anonymously bylined article maintained that Kitty in 1884 was still mourning Kerns, who had
been known for his rendition of the sentimental Scottish song “Annie Laurie,” so that “into the music the
orchestra always plays for her nimble steps curiously comes the strain of Annie Laurie, adapted by a
slight change of rhythm to the requirements of the jig...”73 It takes some effort of imagination, but one
might indeed find a resemblance in the octave jumps that are distinctive features of both “Kitty O’Neil”
jigs and the air of “Annie Laurie.”
Kitty married Ed Power in June 1873 but resumed her performances with Josh Hart’s company the
following month.74 A June 26, 1875 Clipper notice reported that the couple, along with Tony Hart,
“intend sailing for England this week.” Kitty was still dancing at the Comique in July, but from August of
1875 until March 1876 no mentions of Kitty O’Neil performances appear anywhere in the usual
American press sources, so she and Power may well have taken that trip to England. There was a similar
gap in Kitty’s performance listings between August and November of the following year.
Unfortunately for Power, he contracted the same malady as his old partner Kerns. In the summer of 1878,
he traveled west with Kitty and the rest of Tony Pastor’s troupe in the hope of recovering his health. Kitty
wanted to take Power from the San Francisco fogs to the drier air of southern California, but he died of
tuberculosis on a train in the Sierra Nevada foothills on August 31, only 36 years old.75 His will left his
Prince Street bar and all other assets to his brothers, who then tried to repossess Kitty’s diamonds, her
only remaining possessions of any value. No account of the result of that suit has been found, but the
Clipper noted:
Among those who are familiar with the facts there is a very general impression that all that
Edward Power had when he died had been earned by his wife in her profession as a dancer,
and she seems to have received nothing from her and her husband’s joint estate but the
diamonds. There is no question as to with which side sympathy lies in this matter.76
Shortly after Power’s death, Kitty married comedian Harry Kernell.77 Born Henry Carlen in Philadelphia,
Kernell was a major variety star in his own right. His specialty was humorous “sidewalk sayings” in an
Ulster accent based on that of his mother Nancy, an immigrant from Plumbridge, County Tyrone.78 An
1876 Pastor playbill described Harry as a “North of Ireland Comedian, Vocalist, and Dancer” and “the
leading representative of this peculiar, pleasing, and popular style of Celtic Comedy.”79 His younger
bother John served as Harry’s “feeder” (straight man) and their double act frequently featured on the same
bill with Kitty.
One of Kitty’s Buffalo obituary writers wrote that “As Mrs. Kernell the young woman was not destined
for Kerns before he left for Florida in an attempt to recover his health. The building in which they operated their
saloon at 70 Prince Street still exists and a bar/restaurant is still on the first floor.
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long to be happy.”80 During their marriage, the Clipper published two brief birth announcements but
neither child lived long.81 The couple separated and Harry’s roving eye was drawn to a paramour
identified in Kitty’s divorce suit as “Brooklyn Nelly,” a performer at Huber’s Prospect Garden music hall
on Fourteenth Street.82 Their divorce was finalized in 1887.83 Soon after, Kernell married Queenie Vassar
(born Cecilia McMahon), an actress imported from Glasgow in 1884 by Tony Pastor who later had a brief
but celebrated Hollywood film career.84 Harry’s own stage career continued into the 1890s, when his
“High Class Vaudevilles” troupe included “Little Harry Kernell,” a son by Queenie Vassar. But in
October 1892, tertiary syphilis confined him to Manhattan’s Bloomingdale Asylum, where he died on
March 14, 1893.85
After her retirement from the stage, Kitty returned to Buffalo and her family’s saloon business. Under the
pseudonym “Kate Hubbard,” she and her sister Annie Goggins were arrested in 1891 for selling liquor in
a tavern for which the family had been denied a license.86 In the summer of 1892, Kitty’s brother Edwin
became the proprietor of the Alhambra Theater on the corner of Commercial and Pearl Streets, where
their parents moved into upper floor rooms.87 During a September 1892 cholera scare in the city, a
reporter noted:
Of the three most serious infractions of sanitary laws, the third is in the in the block in which
the Alhambra Theater offers its attractions to foolish youth or corrupted manhood. Kittie
O’Neil, once a famed jig dancer…is the mistress of the establishment and collects the rents.
She is outspoken and is ready to do all in her power, she says, to remedy the evils.88
In August 1892, one Max Mendelssohn had the temerity to charge Buffalo’s favorite daughter with
assault. Kitty’s pull with authorities was sufficient to deflect the charge: “The prosecutor…failed to put in
appearance and the case was dismissed.”89 That autumn, Kitty married Alfred Pettie, who ran a saloon
and restaurant at 66 Clinton Street.90 Not long before the wedding, however, Kitty was operated on for
“Kittie O’Neil Dead” Buffalo Morning Express, April 17, 1893.
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what one of her obituaries described as “some female complaint.” In the spring, “she was attacked again
by the same complaint, aggravated by kidney trouble.”91 On April 16, she underwent a laparotomy
(abdominal surgery) and died soon afterward in the Buffalo General Hospital. The death certificate listed
the cause as peritonitis and nephritis. She was buried in Buffalo’s Holy Cross Cemetery.
Only 38 at the time of her death, Kitty was survived by her parents, her sister Annie and three brothers:
Edwin, William C. (Charley) and Joseph. Alfred Pettie sold his saloon only a week or so before Kitty’s
death and no doubt benefited from her estate. As the Buffalo Evening News noted: “She was saving of her
earnings on the stage, invested her money wisely and at her death owned considerable property in
Buffalo.”92
Kitty was long remembered in Buffalo. A local reporter opined in 1888 that she was “the only
Buffalonian who was ever first in any field of artistic endeavor.”93 In the 1940s an old canal boat man told
a local historian that that on July 4, 1881 he had witnessed her dancing in the nude atop a 12-inch-wide
pedestal for a packed crowd in a Canal Street saloon.94 Given that Kitty was at that time in Chicago about
to deliver her second child by Harry Kernell, this tale, though it has been repeated in several accounts of
Buffalo history, must be regarded as apocryphal.
Kitty’s fame inspired many imitators, one of whom tried to pass herself off as the original years after the
real Kitty’s death. This “Kitty O’Neil,” otherwise known as Mrs. Catherine Connelly or Connolly, made
the Brooklyn and Manhattan newspapers several times when she was arrested for public intoxication, in
one case while dancing a jig on the Brooklyn Bridge.95 In 1916, a police court reporter wrote that
Connolly, still claiming to be Kitty O’Neil, was pressing assault charges against a fellow rooming house
resident for hitting her in the face with a cuspidor.96
The last echoes of Kitty O'Neil's footsteps on the 19th-century variety stage have long since died away.
No one now alive can recall the days when she was the darling of the newsboys in Pastor's gallery or the
dancing star of Harrigan's Theatre Comique. Improbably enough, however, the infectiously cheerful, slyly
syncopated music composed to celebrate Kitty’s famous sand dance is still very much alive. Thanks to
Tommy Peoples, Paddy Keenan, Kevin Burke and other traditional musicians, Irish music lovers the
world over are still listening to and enjoying “Kitty O'Neil's Champion Jig,” a relic of the days when, long
before Riverdance, Irish performers dominated popular theater on Broadway.
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